Centre of England Arts
Sweetpeas in Watercolour Pencils
with Gwen Scott
SATURDAY 25th APRIL 2020
10.00am - 4.00pm
£45

Gwen Scott
Gwen is a professional Artist and tutor specialising in watercolours. Author of the book ‘How to paint
watercolour landscapes’ published by Search Press, Gwen regularly writes and contributes articles to
the Leisure Painter magazine.

The Workshop
This workshop is suitable for both the beginner and the more experienced artist.
Gwen will bring a variety of photos of sweet pea flowers as reference and will be demonstrating the
different stages of painting these beautiful and delicate flowers using watercolour pencils.

What to bring







Watercolour pencils, a selection of colours
Watercolour paper, a quarter sheet (approximately 15x11 inches) Saunders Waterford Hot
pressed surface, two sheets required (Gwen has this paper to sell at the workshop)
Watercolour brushes
Pencil, rubber, sharpener
Masking tape
Kitchen roll

Paper, Paints, Brushes, Masking fluid Tools can also be purchased from Gwen on the day

What’s provided




Water pots
Table easels
Drawing boards

Remember to bring your lunch – tea, coffee & biscuits provided

For more details and booking see:Web Site www.COEA.co.uk
Telephone: 01676 523357 or email: COEA@live.com
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Centre of England Arts
Drawing Bottles & Jars in Pencil & Ink
with Fiona Payne
SUNDAY 26th APRIL 2020
1.00pm - 4.00pm
£25

Fiona Payne
Fiona Payne teaches drawing workshops to people of all ages throughout the local area. Her
workshops have been delivered to schools, college students as well as many adults at seminars,
classes and demonstrations.

The Workshop
A Drawing workshop aimed at people of all abilities from beginners to the more experienced.
Working from a selection of bottles and jars, we will be sketching in pencil achieving a detailed study
using various shading techniques. We will also use inks and sticks to get a looser and freer looking
drawing.
All the glass jars, bottles & sticks will be provided!

What to bring





Large sized sketching paper at least A3 ( paper can be purchased on the day at a cost of 50p
per sheet
2B, 4B and 6B pencils
A cheap hairspray to be used as a fixative to preserve the finished drawing.
A dark coloured ink (some will be provided and can be purchased on the day for £4.50)

What’s provided


Drawing boards



Tea, coffee and biscuits

For more details and booking see:Web Site www.COEA.co.uk
Telephone: 01676 523357 or email: COEA@live.com
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